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                                        “Caroline Phillips is a tenacious and skilful writer with a flair for high quality interviewing and a knack for making things work.”
                        Paul Dacre, Editor-in-Chief of DMG Media; Former editor of the Daily Mail
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Caroline Phillips is an award-winning journalist who played a key editorial role in launching the London Evening Standard’s much-imitated supplement, E.S, and wrote The Caroline Phillips Interview for the Evening Standard for many years – interviewing pop superstars to cabinet ministers and jailbirds. Since going freelance in 1998, Caroline has continued to contribute to publications from the Financial Times to the Sunday Times and Harper’s Bazaar to Tatler. 
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                    Caroline on ITN
                    
Caroline is currently working on her first book, and has broadcast frequently on television and radio – from studio-based talk shows, radio discussion panels to news programme appearances.
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                Critics & Letters

                                        “He had greatly admired an Evening Standard article with Caroline Phillips with some pit bull owners. “A very fine piece of writing, I thought,” said…”
                        Kenneth Baker, then Home Secretary (and later Booker Chairman), in a Sunday Times interview with Valerie Grove
                    

                                        “Caroline is a very experienced and highly regarded writer. We’re always delighted to have her byline in the magazine.  She is thorough and professional, and…”
                        Sue Peart, then Editor, YOU Magazine
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